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Breathing Exercise 
This activity helps children become aware of their own breath and what 

happens in the body when you breathe. It teaches children body-awareness 
and serves as a tool for relaxation 

 
For this activity you need  

  
 
Mini Pumpkins   
 
 
Or 
 
 
Fall Leaves  
 
 

lay down, and put your mini pumpkin or fall leaf 
on your belly 
carefully watch as little pumpkin/leaf rise and 
fall with each breath 

inhale and exhale for three to five rounds and 
keep watching the pumpkin/leaf  on your belly 
rise and fall with each breath 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 



Thirsty Plants 
 

 

Duration: 10 Minutes 

Age: 3+ 

Supplies: Watering can 

The act of watering the plants can be a great way to calm down. There is 
something soothing and therapeutic about it. Spending time with nature 
and spending time together is a wonderful way to deepen your 
relationship while invoking a sense of peace and calm into your body. 

Invest in two watering cans, one for you and one for your little one. Make 
it a routine to water your plants together. You fill up both watering cans 
and go at it. While watering the plants talk about how alive the plants are 
and take a moment to examine their leaves and color. 

 

 
 
 
 



Puddle Jumping 
Do you need a break between Zoom classes? Did it just rain 

outside? Let’s go puddle jumping! 
 

● With the help of your adult, make sure to wear appropriate 
clothing such as a waterproof jacket, warm pants or jeans, 
and rain boots. 

● Take a walk around your neighborhood and keep an eye out 
for puddles! Remember to take deep breaths as you’re 
walking. 

● Then, carefully jump and splash in the puddles! 
● Before entering your home, ask your adult if you should 

leave your rain boots outside. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 



How to Build a Stress Ball 
 
 
Materials: Balloons, things to fill the balloons (flour, rice, beans, 
beads, dots from punched out paper, Playdough, etc.)  

 
Instructions:  
1. Fill the empty balloon with your choice of filling. (flour, rice,            
beads, beans, etc.) 
2. Once the balloon is filled up ¾ of the way, carefully blow up the               
balloon with air to give the balloon a round shape. 
3. Continue to fill up the balloon. It is fine if some air escapes. 
4. Once filled completely, slowly remove all the remaining air in           
the balloon.  
5. Tie the balloon and you are done! 
6. You can decorate the stress ball by drawing faces or adding            
hair by tying yarn to the top of the balloon. 

  

 
 
 
 

 



Afternoon Apple Picking 
 

For this activity, you will need a couple of apples! 
Grab a red apple , a green apple, and any other apple of your choice.  

You will need two  of each. One will remain whole  and the other will have to be sliced.  
Put one of each (whole) apple to one side. 

Grab the second set of apples and ask an adult to slice some for you.  
Now you have whole apples and sliced apples of each color! 

We will be using our 5 senses now! 
1. Sight: “Look closely at the apple you chose. What colors do you see? Is there more than one color? Are there any 

areas that are darker or lighter? Does your apple have any spots? What is its shape? What else can you observe about 
your apple?”  

2. Smell: “Does your apple have a scent? Gently pick your apple up, and put it up to your nose. What does it smell 
like? Does it smell sweet or earthy? Does it smell different by the stem or near the bottom of the apple?” 

3. Touch: “What does your apple feel like? Is it cold or warm? Smooth or bumpy? Does it feel heavy or light in your 
hands?”  

4. Sound: “Now, pick up your apple and hold it in both hands. Do apples make any sounds? Well, they certainly can’t 
talk but I’ll bet if you listen closely you can hear the sound of your apple. Hold your apple up a few inches and 
drop it into your other hand. What sound does it make? Try tapping your apple with your fingers. Does it make a 
different sound?  Now, I’ve brought in some apple slices to eat, but what sound do you think your apple would 
make if you took a big bite out of it right now? Would it be a loud sound or a soft sound?” 

5. Taste: “Now, let’s try tasting a few different types of apples. Let’s try the green apple first. Take a small bite and 
listen again to the sound the apple makes when you take a bite. Then, slowly chew the apple and notice the taste or 
sensations inside your mouth. Maybe you also notice a smell when you are chewing. Does the taste change when 
you notice the smell of the apple?” Continue this taste test with all apple slices 

 
https://kiddingaroundyoga.com/blog/5-senses-autumn-experience/ 

 

https://kiddingaroundyoga.com/blog/5-senses-autumn-experience/

